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IV/IV B. Tech. (Supple) DEGREE EXAMINATIONS,  NOV/DEC - 2018
First  Semester

ELECTRONICS  &  COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING

MICROWAVE AND  RADAR  ENGINEERING

Time : Three Hours     Maximum : 70 Marks

 Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory.       14x1=14 M

Answer ONE question from each Unit.       4x14=56 M

1. a) Define Velocity Modulation.

b) Define cavity resonator.

c) Write the applications of Magic Tee.

d) What are the limitations of conventional tubes ?

e) Define Isolator.

f) Define VSWR.

g) Write the range equation of radar.

h) What is meant by Blind speed ?

i) What is Doppler effect ?

j) Write the applications of CW radar.

k) Write the types of Duplexers.

l) What is Radome ?

m) Define radar cross-section.

n) What is ECHO Signal ?

UNIT - I

2. a) Explain different types of power losses in rectangular wave guides.

b) Draw and explain about Magin Tee with neat diagram.

(OR)

P.T.O.
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3. a) Explain in detail about the Directional Coupler and define the coupling factor and

directivity of directional coupler.

b) Describe the operation of Faraday-rotation Isolator with neat diagram.

UNIT - II

4. a) Explain the basic operation of Two-Cavity Klystron amplifier with neat diagram and

derive its velocity propagation.

b) Explain the principle and operation of Cylindrical Magnetron.

(OR)

5. a) Draw and explain about 'TWT' in detail.

b) Explain about the 'TUNNEL Diode' and draw its V-I characteristics.

UNIT - III

6. a) Explain the principle of pulsed radar with neat diagram.

b) In a radar operates with the peak power is 200kw, pulse width is '2' and rest time is

200 Sec. Calculate the average power.

(OR)

7. a) Draw and explain about 'FM-CW radar'.

b) In a 'CW-Radar' transmitter frequency of 5 GHz, calculate the Doppler frequency seen

by a stationary radar when the target radial velocity is 100 km/h.

UNIT - IV

8. a) Explain about the amplitude comparison mono-pulse tracking Radar with neat diagram.

b) Draw and explain about Super hetrodyne radar receiver.

(OR)

9. Write short notes on

(i) Different types of Scanning Techniques.

(ii) Radar displays.

(iii) Sequential lobing.
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IV/IV B.Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, April-2018
First Semester

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATIONS

MICROWAVE AND RADAR ENGINEERING

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:70

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 14X1=14 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X14=56 M

1. a) Define Impedance

b) Define VSWR

c) What is an Isolator

d) Define Directivity in directional coupler.

e) What is Back ward wave oscillator.

f) What are the limitations of conventional Tubes.

g) What is magic Tee

h) What is Duplexer

i) Write 2-applications of CW radar

j) What is Radome

k) What is Doppler effect

l) Define radar-cross-section.

m) Write 2-applications of Tracking radar.

n) What is meant by Blind speed.

UNIT-I
2. a) Explain the characteristics of magic Tee with neat diagram.

b) Explain different types of power losses in rectangular wave guides.

(OR)
3. a) Draw and explain about the Directional controller and define its parameters.

b) Draw and explain about the Microwave Power with neat experimental set-up.

UNIT-II
4. a) Draw and explain about Two-cavity Klystron and derive its velocity propagation.

b) Draw the structure of Back Ward wave Oscillator and explain its operation.

P.T.O
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(OR)

5. a) Draw and explain about cylindrical Magnetron.

b) Draw the construction details about IMPATT Diode.

UNIT-III

6. a) Explain the principle operation  of ‘FMCW’ radar with neat Block diagram.

b) A Target is closing on a radial of a radar with a relative velocity 200 knots. The

radar transmits continuous wave energy at a wave length of 5 cm. What will be

the doppler shift of the Target.

[1 Knot=0.51 m/s]

(OR)

7. a) Draw and explain about the MTI radar, explain each Block.

b) An MTI radar operates at 10 GHz frequency and it shows the lowest blind speed

of 20 m/sec. Determine its PRF.

UNIT-IV

8. a) Explain the principle and operation of conical scan-Tracking radar with neat

block diagram.

b) Explain about sequential loading radar and write its advantages and disadvantages

(OR)

9. Write short notes on

a) Monopulse Tracking radar

b) Super Heterodyne receiver

c) Types of Duplexer & Types of Displays.
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IV/IV B. Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS,  NOV/DEC - 2018
First  Semester

ELECTRONICS  &  COMMUNICATIONS  ENGINEERING

MICROWAVE  ENGINEERING

Time : Three Hours     Maximum : 60 Marks

 Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory.       12x1=12 M

Answer ONE question from each Unit.       4x12=48 M

1. a) Write Dominent modes in TE and TM.

b) What is resonator ?

c) Define coupling factor in Directional Coupler.

d) Write the applications of Magic Tee.

e) Define velocity modulation.

f) What is cavity ?

g) Write applications of GUNN Diode.

h) What is Avalanche Transist Time Device ?

i) Define noise figure.

j) Write any two of Antenna parametes.  Define it.

k) What is Isolator ?

l) Define attenuator.

UNIT - I

2. a) Derive the wave equations in rectangular wave guides.

b) Write the power losses in rectangular wave guides.

(OR)

3. a) Write the Power Transmission and Power losses in circular wave guides.

b) Explain about rectangular cavity resonator with neat diagram.

P.T.O.
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UNIT - II

4. a) Draw and explain about Reflex Klystron tube and write its applications.

b) Explain about Cylindrical Magnetron with neat diagram.

(OR)

5. a) Explain about Travelling wave tube and discuss about its slow-wave structure with neat

diagrams.

b) Derive the electron Bunching process in Two-cavity Klystron amplifier.

UNIT - III

6. a) Write the criterion for classifying the modes of operation about the GUNN diode with

neat diagrams.

b) Write two differences between IMPATT and TRAPATT diodes.

(OR)

7. a) Explain about Microwave TUNNEL Diode and its applications.

b) Explain about BARITT and READ diodes with neat diagrams.

UNIT - IV

8. a) Write the measurement procedure of impedance of using Microwave Bench Set-up.

b) Explain the measurement of frequency by using Double minima method.

(OR)

9. a) Explain the spectrum of microwave signal measurement by using spectrum analyzer.

b) Discuss about measurement of any Two Microwave antenna parameters.


